an electric pad inside his vest, allowing lots of lead wire so he could get
around. But he waved the idea aside with contempt as a passing of the
'buck'. No patience at all, so we dropped that. Then I suggested we appeal
to Secretary Knox to turn down the heat at the Daily News from eighty-
five gradually to sixty-five so he could become acclimated. But Lloyd said
the cold-blooded Daily-News-men couldn't get their stuff out at that
temperature. Anyway he didn't want to be educated; he said he was
educated. So we dropped that one too.
There was nothing left for me to do, since I had made the house part
of the landscape and the landscape all around it came in on three sides
(and underneath as well) but put on some double windows at Lloyd's
expense just like the other folks do, in hiding around there in those
fashionable woods. It was humiliating to get down thus into that clandes-
tine society but we just had to go through with it.
Still in the same spirit of bravado, knowing that it is not at all in my
own interest I now refer to the unkindest ordeal of all. The innocent very
simple little fireplace I built for Lloyd to sit by when he writes just refuses
to draw . . . too simple, I guess, to know how. We have built some three
thousand fireplaces that do draw and a few that didn't know how at first
but that do know how now. This particular one, though, Lloyd's own,
doesn't know how yet. It will. We haven't given up.
Meantime, the curious neighbours are coming and parking their cars in
the vicinity to watch and see if there is any smoke coming out of that part
of the chimney top yet.
But was the house doing it to Lloyd or was Lloyd doing it to the house?
There it is ... my beloved most intimate friend, the Historian, Drama
Critic, Sports Editor, sitting there by that damn little fireplace, an especi-
ally unobtrusive little one I designed especially for him (brick) now so
obtrusive you can hear the midget miles off by way of a sort of clinical or
morbid interest on the part of the neighbours. Those who had undergone
operations of their own?
Well, there it is, one out of three thousand, to speak truth, that did
draw.
But I know what: should we fail to teach that fireplace the law and it
still refuses, we can put a little fan, a kind of policeman, up there in the
chimney with a switch down nearby where Lloyd sits so when he has
enough fire he can turn it off and when he doesn't want smoke he can
turn it on. In the whole galaxy (or is it phalanx) of three thousand fire-
places that little one (it is a sidekick of the successful big one) will thus be
unique.
We'll let you know how everything turns out.
If we don't, the neighbours will.
Although if it turns out well they will have lost interest and dropped
the whole matter.
The house made a gardener of Kathryn and a f armer-without-a-bara
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